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a b s t r a c t 

Vorticity dynamics plays an essential role in the description of turbulent flows, so an alternative defini- 

tion of the mixing length ( l ω = y H − y L , where y H and y L represent the transverse boundary positions of 

turbulent shear layer at the high- and low-speed free streams, respectively) in a turbulent planar mix- 

ing layer, based on the shear induced vorticity field, is suggested in this study. A theoretical analysis for 

determining the values of y H and y L in the self-preserving development region is presented. An experi- 

mental study that demonstrates the self-preserving state in planar turbulent mixing layer is next made 

with particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements to support the theoretical results. It is shown that 

“a linear growth rate of l ω along stream-wise distance” can be now used as the necessary and sufficient 

conditions to identify the achievement of a self-preserving state in a turbulent mixing layer. Another ad- 

vantage of this alternative definition of mixing length is that l ω gives a better sectional range of shear 

turbulence in a turbulent mixing layer than the usual definitions of mixing length, which are determined 

on the basis of the mean velocity field, such as l u . 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

In a developing, free turbulent flow such as a jet, a wake, or a 

mixing layer, the transverse distributions of mean flow quantities 

change with the distance downstream, but it is often observed that 

their distributions retain the same functional forms, merely chang- 

ing both/either their transverse length scales (i.e. mixing lengths) 

and/or the scales of the mean flow quantities. Another necessary 

condition for a self-preserving (or self-similar) state is that the 

mixing length grows linearly. 

The transverse length scales are often defined on the basis of 

the mean velocity field. For example, the usual definition of the 

mixing length (or thickness of mixing layer) in a planar mixing 

layer is given by 

l u = y (1 −�) − y �, (1) 

where y � is the transverse position at which the dimensionless 

mean stream-wise velocity, defined by 

U 

∗ = (U − U H ) / (U H − U L ) (2) 

is equal to the value of �. Here U H and U L respectively denote 

the free stream (stream-wise component) velocities of the high- 
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and low-speed sides and � ranges from 1% to 10%, depending on 

the accuracy with which the velocity is determined. Other length 

scales such as the vorticity thickness ( δ) and the momentum thick- 

ness ( θ ) ( Rogers and Moser, 1994 ) are also defined on the basis 

of mean velocity field. These are sometimes used to represent the 

scale of the mixing length. It has been reported ( Chang and Li, 

2011 ) that l u > δ > θ for a planar mixing layer. It has also been 

reported ( Townsend, 1976 ) that the intermittency phenomenon is 

still observed in the outer regions of free turbulent flows, defined 

by l u . It is known ( Townsend, 1976 ) that free turbulent shear flow 

is bounded by ambient fluid that is not turbulent and is usually 

of an irrotational flow. The intermittency surface divides the fluid 

with a turbulent, vortical motion from the fluid with potential, 

irrotational motion. Within the intermittency surface, the flow is 

fully turbulent. Outside the surface, the velocity fluctuations arise 

from irrotational flow fields that are induced by the turbulent ed- 

dies, which exhibit a motion that is not turbulent, in the usual 

sense. Therefore, it has been argued ( Lee and Chang, 2014 ) that 

the length scale that is defined in terms of l u cannot cover all of 

the flow regions that may be influenced by the shear turbulence. 

Instead of the mean velocity (first order statistic) field, alternative 

definitions of the length scale in terms of higher order statistics of 

turbulence, such as the flatness factor (fourth order statistics), have 

been proposed and these have been demonstrated to be capable 

of representing a more proper sectional range of shear turbulence 

( Lee and Chang, 2014 ). However, a large amount of raw data for ve- 
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locity is required to achieve the stationary statistics of high-order 

turbulent quantities, such as the flatness factor around the edges 

(i.e., intermittency surfaces) of the shear turbulence regions. 

In fact, turbulence is composed of “eddies”. Turbulence extracts 

energy from the mean flow in large eddies and this gain is approx- 

imately balanced, in the self-preserving state, by the viscous dissi- 

pation of energy in small eddies. Furthermore, turbulence energy 

is transferred from large scales to small scales by vortex stretch- 

ing processes. Therefore, it is the vorticity field, and not the veloc- 

ity field, which is more fundamental to turbulence. However, the 

conventional vortex-identification methods usually decompose the 

motion near a point into a pure irrotational straining motion along 

the principal axes of the rate of the strain tensor (which gener- 

ally includes a uniform dilatation) and a rigid-body rotation, so 

it is impossible to distinguish between the pure shearing motion 

and the actual swirling motion of a vortex ( Kolář, 2007 ). Using 

the triple decomposition method (TDM) proposed by Kolář (2007) , 

the total vorticity ( ω = ∇ × u , where the boldface script denotes 

the vector/tensor form) is split into two distinct parts: the shear 

component (shear-induced vorticity) and the residual component 

(rigid-body motion, which represents a direct measure of the ac- 

tual swirling motion of a vortex). Chang and Li (2011) proposed a 

new definition of the mixing length, l ω , on the basis of the mean 

shear-induced vorticity field, and showed experimentally that the 

linear growth rate of l ω along stream-wise distance is one of the 

necessary and sufficient conditions that identifies the establish- 

ment of a self-preserving state in a turbulent mixing layer. 

A more rigorous study than what has been done by Chang and 

Li (2011) is conducted in this work. A theoretical analysis for de- 

termining the value of l ω in the self-preserving development of 

an incompressible turbulent planar mixing layer is first presented 

in the next section. An experimental study that demonstrates the 

self-preserving state in planar turbulent mixing layer is next made 

using a upgraded PIV instrument, which provides higher accuracy 

of velocity measurement than the one employed in the previous 

study of Chang and Li (2011) , to support the theoretical results. 

Check of the criterion of “a linear growth rate for the mixing 

length in a self-preserving state” is, then, made for l ω . 

2. Self-preserving development of a turbulent planar mixing 

layer on basis of vorticity field 

For an incompressible, stationary turbulence, the transport 

equation for the mean vorticity can be expressed as ( Tennekes and 

Lumley, 1972 ) 
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by 

fluctuating strain rates 

(3) 

In this study lower and upper case characters respectively de- 

note the instantaneous and mean quantities and the superscript “′ ”
and the symbol “< > ” respectively denote the fluctuating quantity 

and the ensemble average. For a planar mixing layer, such as that 

which is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 , a two-dimensional Carte- 

sian coordinate is set such that the positive direction of the trans- 

verse coordinate, y , is toward the high-speed stream and the posi- 

tive direction of the stream-wise coordinate, x , is downward, with 

the origin at the trailing edge of the splitting plate. Let us focus 

Fig. 1. Schematics of a planar mixing layer. 

our attention on the flow regions downstream from the stream- 

wise position, say x = x SP , where flows begin to establish a self- 

preserving state, and in the neighborhood of the edges (namely, 

the intermittency surfaces; say, the y H curve) of the mixing layer in 

the high-speed side. Term III is analogous to the Reynolds stresses 

in the Reynolds-averaged transport equation for momentum and is 

therefore named “turbulent transport”. It is due to mean transport 

of ω 

′ 
i 

through its interaction with u ′ 
j 

in the direction of the gra- 

dients, ∂ / ∂ x j . However, the free turbulent flows exhibit the phe- 

nomenon of intermittency, as y approaches the outer regions of 

the shear turbulence. The positions of peak intermittency can be 

taken as the farthest points (namely, the intermittency surface) to 

where the turbulent fluctuations that stem from the shear tur- 

bulence layer can reach. It has been reported ( Dimotakis, 20 0 0; 

Rogers and Moser, 1994 ) that the self-preserving state is character- 

ized by a lack of intermittent bursts in the neighborhood of the in- 

termittence surface. In other words, intermittency, which is mainly 

correlated with term III (turbulent transport) in Eq. (3) , becomes 

negligible in the neighborhood of the edges of the shear turbulence 

layer, when the self-preserving state is established. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to assume that the turbulent transport term (III) in Eq. 

(3) is negligible in the domain of interest. As reported in the exper- 

imental study of Chang and Li (2011) , y H > y 0.95 (and also shown 

in Fig. 6 ), y H is located almost in the free stream regions where 

U H = constant and V H = 0 . Due to the continuity which is given by 

∂U 

∂x 
+ 

∂V 

∂y 
= 0 , (4) 

it leads to ∂ V/∂ y = 0 by introducing the condition of U ≈ U H in 

the domain of interest. Integrating ∂ V/∂ y = 0 together with the 

boundary condition of V ≈ V H yields V ≈ 0. It, thus, concludes 

that the production term (V) is negligible in the domain of interest. 

The total mean vorticity ( �) is then decomposed using TDMs into 

two distinct components: the shear-induced ( �SH ) and the resid- 

ual ( �RES ) parts. Clearly, the (IV) term on the right-hand-side of Eq. 

(3) contributes only to the residual component (i.e. rigid-body ro- 

tation) while nullity to the shear-induced component of the total 

vorticity. After decompose Eq. (3) into these two distinct compo- 

nents, the governing equation for �SH in the domain of interest is, 

then, simplified, in a two-dimensional Cartesian planar coordinate, 

as 

U 

∂�SH 

∂x 
+ V 

∂�SH 

∂y 
= ν

(
∂ 2 �SH 

∂x 2 
+ 

∂ 2 �SH 

∂y 2 

)
(5) 

The experimental results (see Fig. 4 (a) or Fig. 5 (a)) show that the 

gradients of the mean shear-induced vorticity ( �SH ) in the stream- 

wise ( x ) direction are considerably less than those in the trans- 

verse ( y ) direction, in the downstream regions. In other words, the 

length scale for variation of �SH in the x direction is an order of 

magnitude greater than the scale of variation in the y direction. 

In addition to the condition of U ≈ U H and V ≈ 0, Eq. (5) can 
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